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Features of the Hydraulic-Magnetic Principle

• Circuit breakers can carry 100% of rated current independent of ambient temperature
• Do not require de-rating for temperature
• Always trip at 125% of rated current independent of ambient temperature
• Immediate resetting after trip
• Any current rating possible, even fractions of amperes
• Large range of time delays available
• Can mount a large number of circuit breakers side by side

Features

• Trip free operation:  Even if the handle is locked in the ON position, the breaker will trip if an overload occurs
• Positive ON and positive OFF:  The handle always indicates the status of the breaker contacts
• Silver alloy contacts:  The contact tips ensure a long, trouble-free life, even in harsh environments, ensuring a low impedance 

connection throughout the life of the breaker
• Superior quality polymer materials:  Materials meet or exceed the requirements laid down by international specifications 

for polymer materials to be used in circuit breaker applications, such as IEC 60947-2 and UL 489
• Environmental Safety:  Ensures better safety properties for flammability, toxicity and isolation, ensure safety for users and 

the installation
• Hermetically sealed sensing / time delay mechanism:  These ensure no aging or deterioration and thereby a longer 

service life, with precise time-delay and tripping characteristics throughout the life of the breaker
• Multi-pole Circuit Breakers are fitted with common trips:  All CBI multi-pole circuit breakers are externally coupled 

with a handle tie-bar and internally with a common trip linkage, ensuring that all poles switch and trip simultaneously

Features of the Construction Common to all CBI Circuit Breakers

Circuit Breaker Components

1. Handle
2. Mechanism assembly
3. Line terminal
4. Fixed contact
5. Contact tips
6. Moving contact
7. Arc runner line side
8. Hermetically sealed tube
9. Magnetic frame
10. Solenoid coil
11. Armature
12. Load terminal
13. Pole piece
14. Arc runner load side
15. Arc grids
16. Clip-in springs
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Hydraulic-Magnetic Technology

Hydraulic-magnetic circuit breakers operate on the magnetic force produced by a load current flowing through a series-connected 
solenoid coil that is wound around a hermetically sealed tube containing an iron core, a spring and dampening fluid, as shown in 
Figure 1.

Armature

Trip Latch

Frame

TubeCoreCoilSpringOilPole

Figure 1: Series Connected Coil

Normal Operation

At the circuit breaker’s rated current or below, the magnetic flux in the solenoid is insufficient to attract the core towards the pole 
piece, due to the spring force shown in Figure 2.  Therefore the circuit breaker remains loaded and the circuit is energised. 

Figure 2: Rated Current or Less

Principle of Operation

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Overload

When an overload occurs, i.e. current Is greater than  the circuit breaker’s rating, the magnetic flux in the solenoid produces 
sufficient pull on the core to start  its movement towards the pole piece.  During this movement, the hydraulic fluid regulates the 
core’s speed of travel, creating a controlled time delay inversely proportional to the magnitude of the current.  This time delay 
is useful in that if the overload is of short duration, e.g.  start-up of motors etc., the core returns to its rest position when the 
overload disappears (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Overload Current (Time Delay)

If the overload persists, the core reaches the pole piece.  As a result the reluctance of the magnetic circuit is reduced, so that the 
armature is attracted to the pole piece with sufficient force to collapse the latch mechanism (toggle), and trips the breaker (Figure 
4).  The contacts separate, the current ceases to flow and the core will then return to its rest position.

Figure 4: Overload Current (Trip)

Short Circuit

With high values of overloads or short circuit, the magnetic flux produced by the coil is sufficient to attract the armature to the 
pole face and trip the breaker even though the core has not moved.  This is called the instantaneous trip region of the circuit 
breaker characteristic (Figure 5).  Unlike thermal circuit breakers, the hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker’s trip point is unaffected 
by ambient temperature.  After tripping, the breaker may be re-closed immediately since there is no cooling-down time necessary. 
By the nature of the principle of operation, it is possible to obtain any variation of time / current characteristic.

Figure 5: Instantaneous Trip

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Circuit Breakers

While circuit breakers are generally applied for the protection of cables and installations, it is important to choose the correct circuit 
breaker to protect critical equipment so that essential services are maintained while protecting the equipment.  Careful selection 
of appropriate circuit breakers with specific characteristics will ensure that critical equipment is protected against electrical faults.

The fixed electrical installation is generally covered by a country’s electric code and has at its core the protection of cable and cable 
installation.  This code generally does not cover the variety found in equipment.  The environment in which the equipment operates, 
or to which it is exposed, may differ from fixed installations.

Various technical authorities, such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and 
China CCC, have generated specific circuit breaker specifications for the types and applications.

CBI’s Circuit Breakers for Equipment (CBE) comply with various international standards and are built to the highest quality 
standards. They are specifically designed with the capability to be configured to the requirement of the designer of the end-product 
or system equipment.  CBI’s technical and sales staff often work with the design engineers to select the most appropriate product 
for the requirement.  CBI also works with its customers to develop specific customer solutions.

Generally the CBE products are either front mounted, rail mounted, terminal mounted or surface mounted, and available for 
both AC and DC applications.  The products are built to suit the environment in which they operate and to comply with strict 
environmental specifications.

Selection and Application of Circuit Breakers for Equipment Protection

The critical operational requirement of the equipment demands selection of high quality circuit breakers offering close protection, 
with tripping characteristics suitable for the specific application.  Circuit breakers are by definition safety devices and must comply 
with appropriate specifications and approvals.  Many of these are legal and / or regulatory in nature.

Major considerations in the selection of these circuit breakers are the total cost of ownership of the installed system, life-cycle cost 
of the equipment, mounting footprint, termination and handle styles and actuator design.  When operated with auxiliary switches, 
trip alarm, shunt and remote trip capabilities, CBI’s circuit breakers assist the customer’s design engineers in their quest for a high 
quality design.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Voltage and Frequency

CBI Circuit Breakers’ specifications generally refer to the nominal system voltages, typically 120 V AC, 120 / 240 V AC, 240 / 415 V 
AC, 277 / 480 V AC, 24 V DC, 32 V DC, 48 V DC, 65 V DC, 80 V DC, 125 V DC etc.  The voltage referred to is the nominal system 
voltage, typically 240 Y / 240 V, 277 Y / 480 V or 480 ∆ V.  Products with a rated voltage higher than the nominal system voltage may 
be applied, since if the product handles a higher voltage, applications with lower voltages will function just as well.  Circuit breakers 
are not recommended for use in systems below 2 V, because the impedance of the circuit breaker may influence the function of the 
system in which it is used, causing voltage drops.  Contact resistance at very low voltages, particularly in harsh environments, may 
adversely affect the circuit breakers’ performance.

The rated insulation voltage, the voltage at which the product’s insulation is deemed to be functional, helps to determine the voltage 
at which the dielectric tests are conducted.  The clearance and creepage distances are calculated for this voltage.

Most of CBI’s products are certified for use in 50 / 60 Hz AC and in DC applications.  CBI also has a specific range of products 
that can be applied to 400 Hz.  Overheating of the breaker may occur at higher frequencies.  Use of the circuit breakers under 
frequency conditions other than those for which the product is approved, or under harmonics, requires careful consideration as the 
breaker performance may vary. In such applications it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the circuit breaker for reliable 
performance.  CBI’s technical staff work with the customers in the selection of the appropriate product.

Current Rating and Time Delay

CBI Hydraulic-Magnetic Circuit Breakers are designed to hold 100% of the rated current, unaffected by the ambient temperature.  
While specifications allow for slight variation on the must-trip point, CBI’s circuit breakers are generally designed to trip at 125% 
of the rated current. The must-hold and must-trip points operate on the magnetic force generated by the load current and hence 
no de-rating is required. It is possible to design a circuit breaker to any current rating, thus offering close protection for the overall 
system and lowering the cost of the total system design.

The selection of the appropriate 
tripping characteristic for the 
circuit being protected is one of the 
most critical decisions.  The circuit 
breaker must adequately protect the 
equipment and operate with the rest 
of the system components in the 
most cost-effective manner during 
the life cycle of the equipment and 
the systems being protected.  

CBI offers a range of published tripping 
curves in products designed to meet 
these characteristics.  Should the 
customer require a specific tripping 
characteristic to be developed for 
their application, CBI will work with 
the customer to achieve precision 
protection characteristics for the 
specific application.
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The region between the must-trip point and the point at which the circuit breaker is designed to trip instantaneously is known as 
the overload region of the curve. In this region, the tripping characteristic of the circuit breaker is inversely proportional to the 
percentage of overload current in amps.  The tripping characteristics follow a predetermined time delay of the curve as determined 
statistically and published.  This time delay is created by the damping effect of silicon oil in the tube.  This damping effect sustains 
the circuit breaker from nuisance tripping due to momentary overloads such as start-up currents.

Figure 6 shows a typical curve for a hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker.  By virtue of its design, flexibility is a key advantage on the 
hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker.

The instantaneous point (defined as a trip time of 0.1 second) is that point at which the circuit breaker will trip instantaneously due 
to a short circuit current, as the current here is a higher magnitude than the rated current.  CBI’s circuit breakers generally exhibit 
a 2 millisecond (ms) delay in the trip response time.  

An important factor to consider is the discrimination and coordination with other protective devices in the system, to achieve 
the most appropriate protection regime.  The selection of the different tripping characteristics enables the designer to choose 
the appropriate curve required at the point of protection.  With CBI’s hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker technology, it is possible 
to discriminate between series-connected circuit breakers both by the selection of appropriate current ratings and by time-delay 
characteristics.  

One of the major advantages of the hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker is that the must-hold point and must-trip point of the 
breaker are independent of ambient temperature.  This allows close protection of components, which In turn allows savings, as the 
components may be rated correctly and do not have to be overrated for a particular application.

Choosing the correct tripping characteristic for the circuit being protected is critical.  The protection equipment must adequately 
protect the system components, work harmoniously with other protection devices in series with the protector and do so in a 
cost-effective manner for the lifespan of the installation.

Important current ratings when choosing a curve fall into three main categories:  normal load currents, overload conditions and 
short circuit conditions. The overload protection device should fulfil the following requirements:

• Allow normal currents (below or equal to rated current of the system or equipment) to flow continuously.
• Allow temporary overload conditions, such as those associated with motor starting or capacitor switching, without unnecessary 

tripping.
• Be able to detect and trip the circuit breaker in overload conditions that because of their current magnitude and time duration 

would damage the equipment insulation or the equipment itself.
• When the insulation of equipment breaks down, short circuit currents of many times the rating of the breaker may flow. To 

reduce the thermal and dynamic stresses that can occur in system components or equipment, the short circuit should be 
interrupted as quickly as possible.

The rated current of a circuit breaker is the ampere rating appearing on the front of the product.  The tripping characteristic or 
time delay curve is generated based on a percentage of this value.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Figure 7: Overload Boundary of Typical Electrical Equipment, 
Breaker Curve and Motor Characteristic Curve

Figure 8:  Typical Hydraulic-Magnetic Curve

The tripping curve of the protection device must track the overload boundary of the protected equipment or system.  Figure 7 
shows the overload boundary of electrical equipment.  The tripping curve of the ideal protection device will track the curve of 
the protected equipment, but as a safety margin should be slightly below the overload boundary to avoid damage to the system.
Figure 8 shows a typical trip curve for a hydraulic-magnetic breaker.  Note the upper and lower limits of the curve are a function 
of the variation within the construction of the circuit breaker.  The trip point will fall within these limits. Flexibility regarding the 
curve is an advantage of the hydraulic-magnetic principle.

The characteristic curve for the breakers is generated with the breaker mounted in the wall mount position at 25 °C (ambient 
temperature) from cold (i.e. no current flowing before the current is suddenly applied) at rated frequency.  The test is conducted 
at a convenient voltage (in CBI’s test equipment at 2 V or higher).

The first points to consider are the must-hold and must-trip points.  Hydraulic-magnetic circuit breakers always carry 100% of 
rated current, independent of ambient temperature. This is a distinct advantage over the normal thermal and thermal-magnetic 
devices that have to be de-rated if the temperature is above the calibration temperature of the circuit breaker.  The must-hold 
point is usually 100% (this could also be 105% or other, depending on the specification).  According to lEC specifications, a circuit 
breaker must hold the rated current for one hour.  Hydraulic-magnetic circuit breakers will hold the rated current indefinitely, 
independent of the ambient temperature.

The must-trip point is the percentage of rated current at which the product is guaranteed to trip.  The percentage of the rated 
current of the must-trip point is usually 125% (though it can differ depending on specification and construction).  A hydraulic-
magnetic circuit breaker is guaranteed to trip at the must-trip point independent of the ambient temperature.

The must-hold point is above the normal current drawn by the equipment during operation.  A safety factor of 5% is usually used i.e. 
the normal current drawn is 95% of the rating of the circuit breaker.  The must-trip point is associated with the overload boundary 
of the equipment.  The must-trip point must obviously be below the point where damage to the equipment would start.  It is up to 
the designer to add a safety factor to take care of variations in the environment and equipment.

From the must-trip point to the point where the breaker trips instantaneously (defined as a trip time of 100 ms or less) is known as 
the overload region of the curve.  The time delay in this region is caused by the damping effect of silicon oil in the tube. As silicone 
oil viscosity changes with temperature, the time delay will also become faster or slower as the temperature increases or decreases.  
In some circles this is considered to be an advantage.  This region of the curve will allow normal transients to pass and thus prevent 
nuisance tripping, while interrupting the current when the over-current persists. 

A good example of the phenomenon is motor starting, where the start-up current may be as high as six to eight times running 
current and the phenomenon may last for several hundred milliseconds.  This current (motor start current) must not be confused 
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with the inrush current that is a magnetic phenomenon (will be discussed under instantaneous point).  A typical cure for motor 
starting and locked rotor condition may be seen in figure 7.  Here the inrush current and the locked rotor condition will trip the 
breaker.  The time delay curve must be changed to accommodate the motor start-up characteristics.

Depending on, among other factors, the application and the need to discriminate with other protection devices in series, the 
instantaneous trip point is chosen.  This is the point where the circuit breaker trips at 100 ms.  For the instantaneous trip point, 
a minimum and maximum as percentage of the rated current is given to cater for manufacturing tolerances.  When the minimum 
current value is applied, the breaker must not trip within 100 ms.  At the maximum level the breaker must trip within l00 ms.  This 
instantaneous trip point may be chosen between three to 20 times rated current.  The area forms the limit between the time 
delay region and the non-time delay (purely magnetic) trip region of a hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker.  With hydraulic-magnetic 
circuit breakers it is possible to discriminate between series connected breakers not only via the instantaneous trip point, but with 
a longer time delay during normal overloads.  

A note of caution is necessary here, especially if discrimination is required between a circuit breaker and a fuse.  The fuse is a 
device that essentially measures I2t (let through energy).  Since a hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker measures current and has an 
additional time delay due to the mechanism, it is not recommended to establish the limits of discrimination theoretically.  Physical 
tests have to be conducted.

A high instantaneous point is also used to take care of effects such as motor inrush current, which may last a couple of cycles and 
may not all be at the maximum current.  The initial inrush may be as high as three times the locked rotor value and up to 24 times 
rated current. IEEE 242 recommends:  “For many smaller squirrel-cage induction motors, it is usual to set the instantaneous pickup 
at 10 to 11 times the motor full load current.”

For other short-term phenomena that last less than one cycle, the use of an inertial delay current breaker is recommended.  The 
inertial delay is characterised by the high-inrush current and is defined as the maximum current the product can withstand without 
tripping for half a cycle (10 ms 50 Hz and 8 ms 60 Hz). This phenomenon is shown in figure 9.  The inrush tolerance may be as high 
as 35 times the rated current (the value for 60 Hz obviously is higher than 50 Hz), but is normally between 12 and 20 times.  The 
inrush given in the CBI catalogue is for a 50 Hz system.  The B, C and DD Frame have a DC Inrush Tolerance (10 ms pulse).  The 
inrush that can be expected for a specific curve is quoted in the detailed technical section and varies depending on the specific 
construction.  Typical application areas are capacitor switching (can be anywhere from below 1 ms to several milliseconds up to 25 
times rated current), switching incandescent lamps (10 to 15 times rated current for even several milliseconds) or even for motor 
inrush.
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Although the breaker may be switched back on immediately after the fault has been cleared, the time delay mechanism may take 
a little time to reset.  Normally if the current in the circuit is less than 80% of the rated current, the time delay mechanism will 
reset and tripping will not occur.  For curves such as the OP (instantaneous) and CS (fast curve), the resetting time of the time 
delay mechanism is a matter of seconds.  For longer curves (AS and AH) the reset time for time delay mechanism may take longer.  
Resetting in this sense means that the time delay characteristic as per published curve has been regained.  This is not the case with 
other protection devices.

It may be a requirement in the specified application to have a circuit breaker that can withstand the effects of high inrush currents. 
Such high inrush currents maybe many times the rated current (sometimes up to 25 times or more) and if the appropriately 
designed circuit breaker is not chosen, nuisance tripping of the system may result.  CBI offers specific long delay characteristics 
specially designed for such applications.  On certain products, CBI offers additional inertial delay that enables them to withstand 
spikes of up to 35 times the rated current.  Duration of the pulse is generally under 10 ms.  An example of inrush / pulse is shown 
in figure 9.
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Figure 10:  Influence of Temperature on Time Delay Figure 11:  Temperature Variation Chart for the Time 
Delay Region of a Hydraulic-Magnetic Circuit Breaker

Compensation Curve for Temperature on the Time Delay Portion

While the must-hold, must-trip and instantaneous points of the tripping curve are unaffected by temperature, the time delay 
portion, because of the hydraulic fluid viscosity, varies with temperature. This portion of the curve has a variation as shown in Figure 
10.  Hence, while the circuit breaker current rating is unaffected by temperature, the time delay portion varies with temperature. 
This is shown in Figure 11.

Dielectric Strength and Insulation Resistance

CBI’s products are designed for a minimum of 1500 V dielectric strength normally applied for 60 seconds between line and load, 
adjacent poles and all poles and earth, after any destructive testing such as short circuit, overload and endurance test sequences. 
This is to avoid breakdown at rated voltage due to carbon build-up, which could be a potential fire and safety hazard. CBI’s products 
are tested to various international standards and comply with third party approvals.

The products also comply with an insulation resistance of at least 2 MΩ at 500 V DC to ensure proper insulation properties to 
protect the user against electric shock.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Short Circuit Interrupting Capacity

It is critical to select a product that can safely interrupt the short circuit that may occur in a system.  In selecting the appropriate 
circuit breaker it is important to determine the fault level (in kA) to which the system may be subjected.  CBI offers various 
products complying with various short circuit interrupting capacities, as confirmed by the various specifications and approvals 
it holds.  The reliability of the design is regularly evaluated and ensured by compulsory follow-up testing as required by various 
authorities, such as UL.  This ensures the integrity of the design and maintains the production process within specifications.

Using a circuit breaker with a higher than necessary short circuit interrupting capacity may seem to pose no risk, but the use of a 
circuit breaker may become uneconomical or impractical if products with a higher interrupting capacity are used for the application.  
It also makes no sense to have a very high interrupting capacity circuit breaker when the rest of the system is not designed for 
such fault levels.

Branch Protection

The National Electrical Code of the United States defines a branch circuit as “the circuit conductor between the final over-current 
device protecting the circuit and the outlet”.  The UL 489, IEC 60947-2 covers the requirement for circuit breakers that may be 
used in branch circuit protection.  UL 489 requires a circuit breaker to pass a minimum of 5 kA short circuit current.  Circuit 
breakers complying with UL 489 are capable of branch circuit protection, are known as UL listed products and can be used as 
service entrance circuit breakers.

Supplementary Protection

Supplementary protectors are devices installed in circuits where branch protection already exists.  UL 1077 covers the requirement 
of such devices, which may be used for supplementary protection and are labelled as UL-recognised.  

IEC 60934 defines the requirements for circuit breakers to be used in equipment protection.  Generally such devices are used in 
electrical equipment that is plugged into a socket outlet protected by the branch circuit breaker, which is a listed product. 

Temperature Rise

CBI’s circuit breakers are certified to the relevant UL, IEC and other national standards.  As specified in these standards, tests are 
carried out in most instances at an ambient temperature of 25 °C.  UL, IEC, AS and other certifications ensure that the product 
complies with these standards. 

To establish the operational temperature range for the trip time delay of a CB at temperatures higher or lower than 25 °C, as is the 
norm, in-house tests may be carried out by the manufacturer of the circuit breaker.  The test set-up and conditions can be agreed 
between the manufacturer and the user of the product and such tests are not covered by UL, IEC or any other national standards.

After requests from the market, CBI has performed various tests at -40 °C and +85 °C in line with the above standards to 
establish that the circuit breaker can be operated without problems at such ambient temperature.  Relevant tests were completed 
successfully and therefore CBI’s circuit breakers can be used safely at -40 °C to +85 °C ambient temperature. 

UL Requirements and Labels on Circuit Breakers

The marking “60 / 75 °C CU only” on the UL label of CBI’s circuit breaker refers to the temperature rating of the wire used in the 
test installation with that circuit breaker and is prescribed by UL for the product certification testing at 25 °C.  This is not related 
to the circuit breaker’s operational temperature range. .  

When the circuit breaker is installed in applications where the ambient temperature can go up to 85 °C, for instance, the user 
or installer has to ensure that the wire used complies with the National Electric Code or any other applicable national code or 
standard, and to apply the necessary cable de-rating factor, i.e. use a 90°C cable or a cable with a higher current carrying capability.

CBI has performed various tests on the temperature rise on the terminals of the circuit breakers for the operating range of the 
product and recorded a temperature rise between 23°C and 26°C, an actual terminal temperature of 49 °C at 25 °C ambient and 
109 °C at ambient 85 °C.  CBI performs the required tests for UL 489 and UL 489A at the prescribed temperature requirement 
of 25 °C or at 40 °C as required. 

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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CBI has performed various tests on the temperature rise on the terminals of the circuit breakers for the operating range of 
the product and recorded a temperature rise between 23 and 26 °C, that is an actual terminal temperature of 49 °C at 25 °C 
ambient and 109 °C at ambient 85 °C.  CBI performs the required tests for UL 489 and UL 489A at the prescribed temperature 
requirement of 25 °C or at 40 °C as required. 

Internal Resistance of Circuit Breakers

The internal resistance of circuit breakers is measured as a DC resistance at the rated current of the circuit breaker.  The short 
circuit protection offered by circuit breakers uses an electromagnetic principle whereby higher current ratings will require fewer 
coil windings to generate sufficient magnetic flux to trip the circuit breaker than will a lower current rating product.  Thus the 
effective coil resistance will be less for higher current ratings than for the lower rating products.

Due to the low internal resistance of breakers it is imperative that a four-wire or Kelvin measurement is performed to measure the 
DC resistance, and that the measurement wires are securely attached to the sample under test.  This will ensure that no additional 
resistance is introduced through the measurement wires or probe contacts.  Finally the measurements must be performed at the 
rated current for a particular circuit breaker.  A typical internal resistance measurement graph is shown in figure 12.
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Circuit Breaker Construction

Circuit breakers for specialised applications are constructed as per the requirement.  Their internal mechanisms are designed for 
various applications.  CBI constructs the circuit breaker to meet precisely the application and customer specification by selecting 
the specific components and carefully configuring them to provide the specific requirements on the handle, terminals, tripping 
characteristics, number of poles and various other requirements.  CBI offers the following construction mechanisms:

Series Trip

Series trip is the most widely used internal construction.  The current sensing coil is in series with the contacts and the load being 
protected.  The circuit breakers are designed to be trip-free.  This means that the breaker will trip internally even if the handle is 
held in the ON position.  The circuit breaker is designed to show the position of the contacts even if the tips weld.

Series Trip Circuit Breaker
Two Terminals

(Current Sensing)

Series Mid Trip

The series mid-trip construction has an added feature that indicates electrical tripping.  When an electrical fault occurs and 
the circuit breaker trips, the handle will come to the mid-point, indicating that the breaker tripped due to abnormal electrical 
conditions and was not a manual trip.

         

Series Trip Circuit Breaker
Two Terminal

(Current Sensing)

 

Circuit Breakers with Auxiliary Switch

In this construction, the device is fitted with an auxiliary switch that is mechanically activated by the opening of the main contacts. 
The auxiliary switch is activated when the handle is switched ON, OFF and TRIPPED.  The activation of the auxiliary contacts can 
be wired to show the status of the main contact.  

On B, C, D range, the auxiliary switches are available with silver contacts or with gold plated contact tips and are connected at the 
back of the circuit breaker.  On the Q range it is a 6.5 mm module, fitted at the factory, on the right side of the breaker.  The gold 
plated version is for use in very low voltage current applications.  The silver contacts may pose a high impedance in the circuit at 
low voltage conditions.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Construction

The application of the gold and silver contacts is shown below:

       

Series Trip with Auxiliary Switch
Two Main Plus

Three Auxiliary Terminals
(Current Sensing)

 

The auxiliary contacts may be powered by a separate source or by the main power source. 

                 
 Powered by a separate power source    Powered from the main power source

The auxiliary switch comes in various dimensions, could be equidistant or offset toward one side and is selected according to the 
design requirement for the application.  Described below is construction of the auxiliary switch when the main circuit breaker is in 
the ON position.  The operation of the auxiliary switch can be altered as a special requirement for specific applications according 
to the customer’s requirement, so that the NO and NC contacts work in the opposite manner. 
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Circuit Breakers with Trip Alarm

This construction uses the auxiliary switch activated only by an electrical trip.  The circuit breaker’s handle comes to the MID 
position to indicate that the breaker has tripped electrically.  The auxiliary switch will not be activated by the manual switching ON 
or OFF of the circuit breaker handle.

     

Series Trip with Additional “Voltage” Trip Pole

In this construction, the additional pole has a voltage coil to which a pulse can be sent to trip the circuit breaker.  The device may be 
fitted with an auxiliary switch that is mechanically activated by the opening of the main contacts.  The auxiliary switch is activated 
when the handle is switched ON, OFF and TRIPPED.  The activation of the auxiliary contacts can be wired up to show an indication 
of the status of the main contact.  As the additional pole has sufficient space for a large voltage coil, a 30 VA coil can be used.

       

Circuit Breaker with additional
Voltage Sensing Pole

 

On B, C, D range, the auxiliary switches are available with silver contacts or with gold plated contact tips.  The gold plated version 
is for use in very low-voltage current applications.  The silver contacts may pose a high impedance in the circuit at low-voltage 
conditions.

Switch Disconnector

In this construction, the device offers NO overload protection.  Similar in construction to the series trip, but without a sensing coil, 
this is a heavy duty “switch only” device that meets the requirement of endurance, i.e. switching the normal load currents.

Switch

                              

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Shunt Trip 

This is a three terminal device.  It has an additional terminal between the circuit main terminal contact and the current sensing 
coil.  The device may be constructed as current sensing or voltage sensing.  CBI offers a main switch as a rail mounted device with 
a “make first and break last” on the neutral pole.

1. Current Sensing

This circuit is used when controlling two separate loads, B and D, which are powered by the same source.  Overload sensing is 
available only on the overload terminal.  The additional terminal can be used to control an additional load, but such additional load 
is unprotected from overload. It is to be noted that the sum of the currents in B and D must not exceed the total current rating of 
the circuit breaker.  Should the sensing circuit in B sense an overload, it will trip the circuit breaker, thereby tripping both circuits.

       

Shunt Trip Circuit Breaker
Three Terminal Construction

(Current Sensing)

 

2. Voltage Sensing

In this construction, the device provides no overload protection and the device is constructed as a switch.  However, it has a voltage 
coil which, when activated by a voltage pulse, trips the device instantaneously.  The voltage sensing coil is connected internally to the 
line terminal, making it a three terminal device.  Both circuits operate on the same potential and open when the breaker is tripped.

       

Shunt Trip Circuit Breaker
Three Terminal Construction

(Voltage Sensing)

 

Relay Trip - Switch

The relay trip construction provides a switch with an independent sensing mechanism and is electrically isolated.  This is a four 
terminal device and the main contacts are unprotected for overload.

It can be constructed as current sensing or voltage sensing.  
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1. Current Sensing Relay Trip (Switch Versions - No Overload Protection)

The current coil may be designed with a time delay and continuously rated.  The device senses the current flowing in another circuit 
to trip the main circuit, under overload or short circuit.

        
Centre Construction

Relay Trip Switch
Four Centre Construction

(Current Sensing)

 

        
Offset Construction

Relay Trip Switch
Four Offset Construction

(Current Sensing)

 

2. Voltage Sensing Relay Trip (Switch Versions - No Overload Protection)

The voltage sensing coil is driven by a pulse and instantaneously trips the device.  It is designed for operation with a pulse of 
between 10 and 40 milliseconds at an operating cycle of six times a minute.  The voltage coil is mounted on the tube and has enough 
space for a large coil.  Hence this device will generally require a lower VA rating and is constructed in a single pole.  It can be applied 
where overload protection is not required and available VA is low, typically 3 VA.

         

Relay Trip Switch
Four Offset Construction

(Voltage Sensing 3 VA)

 

Dual Control  (Dual Coil;  Voltage and Current Sensing) 

The dual control construction offers, in one pole, a compact solution for over-current protection, coupled with a voltage-sensing 
relay trip.  The voltage-sensing coil is activated by a pulse with a duration of 15 to 40 ms and the source must be isolated once the 
product is tripped, as the voltage coil is not continuously rated.  This construction is such that there is a current and voltage coil 
mounted on the hydraulic tube, and a higher power source, typically 30 VA, is required to operate the voltage coil.  The product may 
be constructed as a three terminal device known as the shunt trip dual coil, or a four terminal device known as the relay trip dual 
coil.  (Space available for the number of turns on the voltage coil determines the VA rating capability, i.e. 30 VA)

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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1. Shunt Trip Dual Coil (Three Terminal Device)

This three terminal construction uses the line voltage to activate both the current coil and the voltage sensing coil.  The voltage 
coil is internally connected to the load side of the main circuit.  The other end of the coil is the third terminal.  This construction 
enables the use of the line voltage for activation of the voltage coil and is a self-protecting circuit.

       

Shunt Trip Dual Control
Circuit Breaker

Three Terminal Construction
(Current & Voltage Sensing 30 VA)

 

2. Relay Trip Dual Coil (Four Terminal Device)

The relay trip dual coil is a four terminal device in which the voltage sensing coil is totally electrically isolated from the circuit 
breaker’s overload current coil.  Terminals are, however, mounted on the same tube.  The voltage sensing coil is activated by a pulse 
from an independent voltage source.  The voltage sensing coil is not rated for continuous use and must ensure that only a pulse is 
made available for tripping.

       

Relay Trip Dual Control
Circuit Breaker

Four Centre Terminal Construction 
Current & Voltage Sensing 

(Voltage Coil Rating 30 VA min)

 

Mounting Circuit Breakers 

Front Mount

CBI B, C, DD frame breakers are available with front mounting options.  These products may have front mounting screws, snap-in 
or centre lock mount.

For replacement purposes the dimensions of the mounting holes should be verified.
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Rail Mount

The CBI Q frame series is rail mounted and can be fitted on either a DIN rail or the CBI mini rail.  The DD frame is also available 
in a DIN rail-mount version through a special mounting plate.  There are two types of rail mounting available:

1. DIN Rail Mounting

Products are designed to be mounted on to a 35 mm DIN rail.  The front escutcheon has a height of 45 mm.  CBI’s 13 mm range 
product offers a unique opportunity to mount a larger number of circuit breakers side by side, saving space for more distribution 
circuits.  The DIN mounted products from CBI are generally grey. 

DIN Rail Mounting

Residual
Current
Device
(Earth Leakage)

Miniature
Circuit
Breaker

To install:
When the unit is in
the correct position,
push yellow clip at
the base of the unit to
engage the unit onto
the DIN rail.

To remove:
Use a screwdriver to
pull yellow clip
down to disengage
the unit.

                                         

DIN Rail Mounting

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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2. Dual Mount (DIN and CBI Mini Rail)

Products are designed to be fitted on both a DIN rail as well as the CBI Mini Rail.  The dual mount front escutcheon is 57 mm in 
height and the product is typically black.

To install:
Insert the top
of the unit into
the mini rail
lip.  Push the
yellow clip at
the base of
the unit to
engage onto
the mini rail.

To remove:
Use a screwdriver
to pull the yellow
clip down to
disengage the
unit.

Pull unit slightly
down to withdraw
unit from the mini
rail.

Mini Rail Mounting

Residual
Current
Device
(Earth Leakage)

Miniature
Circuit
Breaker

          Dual Mounting             CBI Mini Rail

Surface Mount

It may be necessary to mount circuit breakers on the surface of a panel or other surface.  CBI offers surface-mount products with 
surface-mounting holes.  The S frame products are surface mounted.  The mounting clip (item 1) is attached to the line side of the 
circuit breaker and the clip in spring (item 3) is used at the load side.  The breaker is secured by using 2 self-tapping screws (item 
2), see figure 13.  The clips are supplied in a strip containing two clips.
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93

Item 3

Item 2

Item 1

 

            Figure 13                       Surface Mount

Terminal Mount

CBI offers product that have plug-in (bullet) terminals that can be mounted in a receptacle designed to accept the bullet terminals. 
The terminals act as the mounting mechanism and carry the rated current.

 
M4 SCREW FOR
LUG CONNECTION

MAXIMUM 6 MODULES

65
.0

26.026.026.0

10.5

 

Termination
 
CBI offers a range of termination options of its product range.

1. Stud Terminals

M5 and M6 terminals in metric and imperial are available.  M5 - 60 A max., M6 - 100 A max.

   

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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2. Plug-in (Bullet) Terminals

These are easily plugged in, eliminating additional operation of connecting a cable with a lug on to the circuit breaker.

    

3. Double Connect Terminal

    
4. Clamp Terminals
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5. Screw Terminals

          

               

6. Box Terminals

The Q Frame series is available with box terminals.

          
7. Busbar Termination

Parallel connected circuit breakers may be fitted with a busbar termination.  CBI offers various types of box terminals and busbar-
fitted terminals for alternative termination capabilities.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Operating Handles 

While the operating handle offers the capability to switch the circuit breaker device ON and OFF, it may also be used as an 
indication for electrical parameters either by specific marking or colour coding.  CBI’s standard handle colours are black and white.

Options of handles are shown below:

Standard Handle

  

C Frame 
Standard 
Toggle 

Group 4 A              

DD Frame 
Standard 

Group 4 2   

  

C MKIV 
Frame 

Standard 
Toggle 

Group 4 A             

DD Frame 
Standard
Toggle 

Group 4 A   

Standard Reduced Handle

     

C MKIV 
Frame  

Standard 
Reduced 

Group 4 W   

    

DD Frame 
Standard 
Reduced 

Group 4 W   
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Rocker Handle

  

B Frame 
Rocker 

Group 1 BD

  

Rocker Handle with Handle Guard

     

DD Frame 
Rocker with 

Guards
Group 1 BD   

Flush Rocker / Illuminated Rocker

  

B Frame 
Illuminated 

Rocker 
Group 1 BE       

DD Frame 
Flush Rocker 

Two Tone 
Group 4 M   

  

C MKIV 
Frame 

Flush Rocker 
Two Tone

Group 4 M       

DD Frame 
Flush Rocker 
Group 4 H   

Push-to-Reset Handle
  

          

B Frame 
Push-to-

Reset
Group 1 BF   

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Flush Rocker / Illuminated Rocker Push-to-Reset Handle

  

C MKIV 
Frame 

Flush Rocker  
Push-to-

Reset
 Group 4 R                  

DD Frame 
Flush Rocker 

Push-to-
Reset 

Group 4 Q
  

   

C MKIV 
Frame 

Flush Rocker  
Push-to-

Reset 
Group 4 Q       

DD Frame 
Flush Rocker 

Push-to-
Reset, Two 

Tone
 Group 4 R   

Push-Pull Handle

     

B Frame 
Push-Pull

Group 1 BG

  

Baton Handle

     

B Frame 
Baton

Group 1 BC

   

              

DD Frame 
Baton

Group 4 E
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Paddle Handle

     

B Frame 
Paddle

Group 1 BB

  

Cut-Off Handle

  

DD Frame 
Cut-off

Group 4 C

           

C Frame 
Cut-off

Group 4 C

  

Square Handle

               

B Frame 
Square

Group 4 C

  

Toggle Handle

              

Q Range 
Toggle

Group 4 C

   

Note:  CBI’s Circuit Breakers may be used with sealing boots for moisture filled environment.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Environmental  

CBI products comply with the requirements of MIL-STD-202 and IEC 60068 as applicable to the specific product.  The company 
undertakes a variety of tests to ensure compliance and the correct operation in the field.

The product is typically rated to operate between -40°C and + 85°C.  Product is tested at 1800 metre above sea level.  Products 
are suitable for use above this, but for extreme altitudes it is advisable to check with CBI for additional information.

Shock and Vibration  

The products are tested for withstand shock and vibration.  The specific data is shown under each product type.

Humidity  

Most tests are conducted to MIL-STD-202G Method 103, Test condition A with a relative humidity of 90% to 95% at a temperature 
of 40°C for 240 hours.  Additional tests are performed to IEC 60068-2-30 which is 28 cycles (24 hour per cycle) with an upper 
temperature of 55°C and lower temperature of 25 °C within 95% relative humidity.   

Corrosion

All products are tested to IEC 60068-2-11 test Ks for 4 days (96 hours) with 5% salt mist.

Sand, Dust and Water Ingress

CBI’s products have passed various CBI internal tests to ensure that they can withstand harsh environments such as sand, dust 
and other particles in construction environments.  The units are placed in a sand-blasting cabinet in the direction of normal wall 
mounting.  Dust is introduced into the chamber using an air gun (not directly on to the device) for one minute.  The product is 
removed and time delay tests at rated current are performed.  The process is repeated three times for a pass to be recorded.

CBI’s product range has an IP rating of IP20 for the operating area.

Flammability and Toxicity

The materials used for CBI’s product range meet the 960°C glow wire test for current carrying parts and 690°C for non-current 
carrying parts as specified in IEC 60695-2-10. The B, C, DD and Q frame products meet the UL V0 requirements for all materials.  

CBI’s products for application in the railway sector are tested for specific railway requirements for flammability and toxicity in line 
with safety standards such as the NFF 16-101X102 and ASTM.

Pollution Degree

The products are suitable for use in a pollution degree 2 environment.  The definition is that normally non-conductive pollution 
occurs occasionally, but a temporary conductivity caused by condensation is to be expected. Pollution degree is closely associated 
with clearance and creepage distances required for a specific line voltage. These distances are specified in the relevant specification 
and certification. CBI’s product range is designed to meet the distances to comply with the relevant UL and IEC specifications, 
ensuring that the dielectric properties of the product complies with the safety requirements specified..

The polymer material used on the shells of CBI’s product has a CTI (Comparative Tracking Index) at a minimum of 400, but generally 
between 400 and 600.  The CTI measures the ability of a material to keep its dielectric properties under adverse conditions.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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Regulatory and Approvals

CBI products are tested and approved to various international standards, ensuring compliance with a variety of stringent safety and 
performance standards set by international and country-specific regulatory agencies. 

CBI’s product range carries, for example, the approval certification of bodies such as Underwriters Laboratories (UL), International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Canadian Standards Association (CSA), Verband Deutscher Electrotechniker (VDE), Chinese 
standards (GB), TUV Rheinland, China Quality Certification Centre (CQC), Australian, New Zealand (AS/NZS) and Russian 
Standards (EAC), as well as South African (SANS) and other country specific standards.

®®

S

A005438

Note:  

CBI’s products may carry various approvals at various electrical ratings.  Please consult CBI for specific approvals.

100% rated, unaffected by ambient temperature
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